Phylogenetic networks are models of sequence evolution that go beyond trees, allowing biological operations that are not tree-like. One of the most important biological operations is recombination between two sequences. An established problem [14, 15, 28, 27, 32, 20, 1, 29, 13, 8] is to find a phylogenetic network that derives an input set of sequences, minimizing the number of recombinations used. No efficient, general algorithm is known for this problem. Several papers consider the problem of computing a lower bound on the number of recombinations needed. In this paper we establish a new, efficiently-computed lower bound. This result is useful in methods to estimate the number of needed recombinations, and also to prove the optimality of algorithms for constructing phylogenetic networks under certain conditions [13, 7] . The lower bound is based on a structural, combinatorial insight, using only the site conflicts and incompatibilities, and hence it is fundamental and applicable to many biological phenomena other than recombination, for example, when gene conversions or recurrent or back mutations or cross-species hybridizations cause the phylogenetic history to deviate from a tree structure. In addition to establishing the bound, we examine its use in more complex lower bound methods, and compare the bounds obtained to those obtained by other established lower bound methods.
Introduction to Phylogenetic Networks
With the growth of genomic data, much of which does not fit ideal evolutionary-tree models, and the increasing appreciation of the genomic role of such phenomena as recombination, recurrent and back mutation, horizontal gene transfer, cross-species hybridization, gene conversion, and mobile genetic elements, there is greater need to understand the algorithmics and combinatorics of phylogenetic networks on which extant sequences were derived [25, 26] . Recombination is particularly important in deriving chimeric sequences in a population of individuals of the same species, rather than across species. Recombination in populations is the key element underlying techniques that are widely hoped to locate genes influencing genetic diseases. Hybridization is a similar phenomenon, creating chimeric sequences, but operates between species [24, 21, 22, 19] .
Hein [14, 15] introduced the phylogenetic network problem (with recombination): construct a phylogenetic network that derives a given set of binary sequences, minimizing the number of recombinations used, although the model for allowed mutations in not same in all of the papers. No efficient, general algorithm is known for the problem, and when only a single mutation is allowed per site over the history of the sequences (the model we consider in this paper), the problem is NP-hard [32] . The minimization criterion is motivated by the general utility of parsimony in biological problems, and because most evolutionary histories are thought to contain a small number of observable recombinations. At the population level, the assumption that the sequences are binary is motivated today by the importance of SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) data, where each site can take on at most two states (alleles) [4] . At the species level, the assumption that the sequences are binary is motivated by the evolution of complex traits [5] . The assumption that only a single mutation is allowed per site comes from the "infinite-sites" assumption in population genetics [30] , which is strongly believed to be appropriate in the case of human SNP data [16] .
An exact, superexponential-time, method has been developed [28] for the phylogenetic networks problem, but it is practical only on small problem instances. The problem can be solved in polynomial time when the sequences can be derived on a "galled-tree" [13, 8, 12] , a condition that mostly often occurs when the recombination rate is low.
Since there is no efficient solution to the phylogenetic network problem, several papers have developed methods to compute lower bounds on the number of needed recombinations [18, 27, 20] . We will discuss some of these methods in Section 6.
In this paper, we develop a new, fundamental, efficiently-computed lower bound on the number of needed recombinations, which has both theoretical and practical utility. The lower bounds are mainly discussed in the context of recombination, but the results are based on structural, combinatorial properties of site conflicts and incompatibilities, and hence apply to many biological phenomena that cause a deviation from the pure (perfect phylogeny) tree model.
Formal definition of a phylogenetic network
There are four components needed to specify a phylogenetic network (see Figure 1) . A phylogenetic network N is built on a directed acyclic graph containing exactly one node (the root) with no incoming edges, a set of internal nodes that have both incoming and outgoing edges, and exactly n nodes (the leaves) with no outgoing edges. Each node other than the root has either one or two incoming edges. A node x with two incoming edges is called a recombination node.
Each integer (site) from 1 to m is assigned to exactly one edge in N , but for simplicity of exposition, none are assigned to any edge entering a recombination node. There may be additional edges that are assigned no integers, and conversely, an edge may be assigned more than one integer. We use the terms "column" and "site" interchangeably.
Each node in N is labeled by an m-length binary sequence, starting with the root node which is labeled with some sequence R, called the "root" or the "ancestral" sequence. Since N is acyclic, the nodes in N can be topologically sorted into a list, where every node occurs in the list only after its parent(s). Using that list, we can constructively define the set of sequences that label the non-root nodes, in order of their appearance in the list, as follows: a) For a non-recombination node v, let e be the single edge coming into v. The sequence labeling v is obtained from the sequence labeling v's parent by changing the state (from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0) at site i, for every integer i on edge e. This corresponds to a mutation at site i occurring on edge e. The requirement that each site appears on one edge corresponds to the requirement that a site can mutate at most once in the history of the sequences [30, 16] . b) For the recombination at node x, let Z and Z denote the two m-length sequences labeling the parents of x. Then the "recombinant sequence" X labeling x can be any mlength sequence provided that at every site i, the state of i in X is equal to the character at site i in either Z or Z . The creation of X from Z and Z is called a "multiple-crossover recombination".
The sequences labeling the leaves of N are the extant sequences, i.e., the sequences that can be observed. We say that an (n, m)-phylogenetic network N derives (or explains) a set of n sequences M if and only if each sequence in M labels one of the leaves of N .
What we have defined here as a phylogenetic network is the digraph part of the stochastic process called an "ancestral recombination graph" in the population genetics literature (see [23] for example). With these definitions, the classic "perfect phylogeny" [6] is a phylogenetic network without any recombinations.
There are two restricted forms of recombination that are of particular biological interest. One is where X is formed from a prefix of one of its parent sequences (Z or Z ) followed by a suffix of the other parent sequence. This is called "single-crossover recombination" (or "crossing-over" in genetics) since it uses exactly one crossover. The other case is when X is formed from a prefix of one parent sequence, followed by an internal segment of the other parent sequence, followed by a suffix of the first parent sequence. This is a two-crossover recombination and often occurs due to "gene-conversion" in meiosis. In a different biological context, what we have defined as two-crossover recombination models the biological phenomena of "lateral gene-transfer" and "hybridization speciation".
The phylogenetic network problems studied in [18, 20, 14, 15, 28, 27, 13] assume that recombination is a single-crossover recombination. The lower bounds we prove in this paper are for multiple-crossover recombination, and hence also hold for single-crossover recombination and gene-conversion.
Rooted and Root-Unknown problems
The phylogenetic network problem is to construct a network (as defined above) that derives the input set of sequences, M , minimizing the number of single-crossover recombinations used. That problem can be addressed either in the rooted case, or the root-unknown case.
In the rooted phylogenetic network problem, a required root or ancestral sequence R for the network is specified in advance. In the root-unknown phylogenetic network problem, no ancestral sequence is specified in advance, and the problem is to select an ancestral sequence R, so that a phylogenetic network for M with ancestral sequence R minimizes the number of recombination nodes over all phylogenetic networks for M , and over all choices of ancestral sequence. Figure 1: A phylogenetic network that derives the set of sequences M . The two recombinations shown are single-crossover recombinations, and the crossover point is written above the recombination node. In general the recombinant sequence exiting a recombination node may be on a path that reaches another recombination node, rather than going directly to a leaf. Also, in general, not every sequence labeling a node also labels a leaf.
Introduction to Tools
The main tools that we use are two graphs representing "incompatibilities" and "conflicts". We introduce these graphs here. Given a set of input sequences M , two columns i and j in M are said to be incompatible if and only if there are four rows in M where columns i and j contain all four of the ordered pairs 0,1; 1,0; 1,1; and 0,0. For example, in Figure 1 Given a sequence R, two columns i and j in M are said to conflict (relative to R) if and only if columns i and j contain all three of the above four pairs that differ from the i, j pair in R. We call this the "three-gamete test".
Clearly, if a pair of columns i, j are incompatible, then i, j conflict relative to any sequence R. However, i, j may conflict relative to some sequence R, even though i, j are not incompatible.
The Incompatibility and Conflict Graphs
We define the "incompatibility graph" G(M ) for M as a graph containing one node for each column in M , and an edge connecting two nodes i and j if and only if columns i and j are incompatible. Similarly, given a sequence R, we define the "conflict graph" G R (M ) for M (relative to R) as a graph containing one node for each column in M , and an edge connecting two nodes i and j if and only if columns i and j conflict relative to R. Figure 1 shows the conflict graph relative to the all-zero sequence R. This conflict graph is also the incompatibility graph for M .
A "connected component" (or "component" for short), C, of a graph is a maximal subgraph such that for any pair of nodes in C there is at least one path between those nodes in the subgraph. A "trivial" component has only one node, and no edges. The conflict graph in Figure 1 has two components. We let cc R (M ) and cc(M ) be the number of non-trivial components in G R (M ) and G(M ) respectively. For any M and any R, the edge set of G R (M ) contains the edge set of G(M ), and this containment may be strict. Given a specified ancestral sequence R, let M + R be the matrix M with the sequence R appended as a new row. Clearly, a pair of columns i, j are incompatible in M + R if and only if they conflict (relative to R) in M . Therefore,
We define m(M ) as the minimum number of recombination nodes needed by any phylogenetic network that derives M . Note that the choice of the ancestral sequence is not specified in advance, but is chosen to minimize the number of recombination nodes. Given a specified ancestral sequence R, we define m R (M ) as the minimum number of recombination nodes needed by any phylogenetic network that derives M , using the ancestral sequence R. Note that a multiple-crossover recombination is allowed at each recombination node.
Clearly, for any M and any
The conflict graph was introduced in [11, 13] and exploitation of its connected components was the key idea in obtaining an optimal, efficient solution to the specialized phylogenetic networks problem considered there. That approach was studied in more detail in [12] and extended in [7] . The connected components are also exploited in [2] and in [9] . This paper further develops and exploits the importance of the connected components of those graphs, and further establishes that structural properties of phylogenetic networks can be efficiently discovered through structural properties of the conflict and incompatibility graphs.
Main Results

Theorem 3.1 For a set of sequences
M , m(M ) ≥ cc(M ).
Theorem 3.2 For a set of sequences M and an ancestral sequence
We will sometimes refer to these two bounds collectively as "cc" bounds. Theorem 3.2 was first announced at the CSB 2003 conference [10] . Independently, V. Bafna and V. Bansal [2] 12 34 ---------00 00 01 00 10 00 11 00 00 01 00 10 00 11
Conversely, for M shown below, cc(M ) is 0, but if we require that the root sequence R be 00, then cc R (M ) is 1, and cc R (M ) > cc(M ) in this case.
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Now since m(M ) ≤ m R (M ), even when an ancestral sequence R is known, cc(M ) is a correct lower bound for m R (M ). So when R is specified, both cc(M ) and cc R (M ) should be computed, and the maximum of the two used as a lower bound on m R (M ).
Proof of The Main Result
We first establish a theorem which will be used to prove Theorem 3.1 and several extensions of it to other biological models. We expect that this theorem will have additional applications in the study of phylogenetic networks.
Note that a pair of incompatible columns in M may become compatible after the removal of one of the sequences from M . In that case, we say that the sequence removal "breaks" an incompatibility. We use V,W,X,Y respectively to denote the values in row A of matrix M , in columns r, s, t, u. Because columns r and s are incompatible, there must also be rows denoted B,C,D in M which contain the three state-pairs for columns r and s not in row A. We let a,b,c,d,e,f denote the entries in the columns t, u in rows B,C and D. Similarly, because columns t and u are incompatible, there must be rows denoted E,F,G which contain the three state-pairs for columns t and u not in row A. We let g,h,i,j,k,l denote the entries in columns r, s in rows E,F and G. Note that a row could be in the set {B, C, D} and also in {E, F, G}. We will consider that possibility after analyzing the cases where the rows B through G are all distinct. So, until stated otherwise, we assume that the rows B through G are distinct.
We let V , W , X , Y denote (V + 1)mod2, (W + 1)mod2, (X + 1)mod2, (Y + 1)mod2, respectively. So, assuming rows A through G are distinct, they can be pictured without loss of generality as follows:
Now, because the removal of row A is assumed to break the r, s incompatibility, the state-pair V, W that appears in row A in columns r, s cannot appear in any other row in the columns r, s. Similarly, the state-pair X, Y that appears in row A in columns t, u cannot appear in any other row in columns t, u.
We now consider two cases: either element b is equal to Y or it is equal to Y . In case 1.1), j must be W to avoid an additional V, W in r, s. Then we have
and columns s and u are incompatible, a contradiction. In case 1.2), e must be set to X to avoid X, Y in t, u. Then we have
and r and t are incompatible, a contradiction. So it is not possible for b to equal Y in the assumed M .
Case 2: Entry b is equal to Y . Then entry a must be equal to X , to avoid an additional X, Y in columns t, u. 
But then l must be W to avoid an additional V, W in columns r, s, and c must be X to avoid an additional X, Y in t, u. So we have
And now columns s and t are incompatible, a contradiction. In case 2.2) we have
Then e must be X to avoid an additional X, Y in columns t, u
And now columns r, t are incompatible, a contradiction. So b cannot be equal to Y , and the lemma is proved when the rows B through G are distinct.
We now consider the situation when rows B through G are not all distinct. For example, consider the case that rows B and E are the same row. In that situation, for a given set of values V, W, X, Y , entries a and b have the fixed values of X , Y , and entries g and h have the fixed values V , W , as shown below.
Note that entries a and b are still in a row where the r, s entries are V , W and entries g and h are still in a row where the t, u entries are X , Y , and that is all that was assumed about entries a, b, g and h in the earlier argument, when rows B through G were distinct. So if we now apply the earlier argument to this configuration, we see that every step of the argument either still holds, or is a step where a (now) fixed value is assumed or deduced to have a different value in the earlier argument. That simply allows the argument to stop sooner, by leading to a contradiction sooner. For example, Case 2 (where entry b is assumed to be equal to Y ) can be avoided because the value of b is now fixed at Y . In general, no matter how rows {B, C, D} and {E, F, G} intersect, we can use the earlier argument, but truncate any part of the argument where it assumes or deduces a value for some entry a through l that is different from its now fixed value. The key again is that each entry a through f is still in a row that has the same r, s state-pair as was shown when rows B through G were assumed to be distinct, and similarly each entry g through l is still in a row that has the same t, u state pair as shown earlier. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 is proven. 2
Note that neither the statement of Theorem 4.1 nor its proof mention recombination, but only the incompatibility of columns. Further, the order that the column appear is never used. These facts will be important in applying Theorem 4.1 to a wide variety of biological models. We can now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Suppose the claim in the theorem is untrue. Pick a "minimal" counterexample M : First, among all counterexamples, select those for which m(M ) is minimal. Among those, pick one for which the number of columns of matrix M is minimal. Since M is a counterexample to the theorem, the incompatibility graph
Now consider an ancestral sequence R which solves the root-unknown phylogenetic network problem for M , and let N be the resulting phylogenetic network. Because N is a directed acyclic graph, if it has any recombination nodes it has one, v, which does not lead to another recombination node. So the subgraph of N rooted at v contains no cycles (in the underlying undirected graph of N ), and must be a tree, denoted T v . With multiple cross-over recombination, the state of any site i in a recombinant sequence is taken from one of the two i-states in the recombining sequences, so if the state is the same in both parental sequences, it will be the same in the recombinant sequence. It then follows that when a site can label only one edge of N , any two incompatible sites must occur together on some cycle in N (after directions are deleted). This is easy to prove, and a formal proof appears in [13] . Hence, no site assigned to an edge in T v can be incompatible with any other site, and hence no site assigned to an edge in T v can be in a non-trivial connected component of G(M ). Therefore, any site i assigned to an edge in T v could be removed from M and from N without changing G(M ) or the number of recombinations in the resulting N . Hence by the minimality of M , such a site i cannot exist, and v must lead directly to a leaf, and the edge out of v cannot contain a site. (Note that this conclusion would not hold if a "recombination" allowed the state of a site i to be set arbitrarily, independent of the parental sequences).
Let A denote the sequence labeling node v, and hence labeling the leaf it points to. Therefore A is a sequence in M . If we delete A from M , and we delete leaf A and node v from N , we have a set of sequences M − A which can be derived on a phylogenetic network using at most m(M ) − 1 recombination nodes. So by the minimality of the counterexample, the incompatibility graph G(M − A) for M − A has at most m(M ) − 1 non-trivial connected components. But graph G(M ) had at least m(M ) + 1 non-trivial connected components, so the removal of sequence A from M must have resulted in the removal of edges in at least two distinct non-trivial connected components of G(M ). That is, the removal of A must have broken incompatibilities represented in at least two distinct connected components of G(M ). But Theorem 4.1 makes this impossible. 2
It is worth noting that the bound cc R (M ) is exact when M can be derived on a phylogenetic network N with ancestral sequence R, where all the "recombinations cycles" in N are disjoint [13, 7] . Similarly, the bound cc(M ) is exact when M can be derived on a phylogenetic network N where the ancestral sequence of N is not pre-selected, and all the recombinations cycles in N are disjoint [7] .
Extension to other biological models
The main biological motivation for Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 comes from single-crossover recombination and gene-conversion in populations (individuals from the same species). Gene conversion [3, 31] can be viewed as a multiple-crossover operation with exactly two crossovers. At the species level, "hybridization" causes the movement of genetic material between two species, and mathematically (but not biologically) looks like a multiple-crossover recombination. Hence if we interpret m(M ) and m R (M ) to be the minimum number of hybridization events needed in a phylogenetic network (with unknown root, and with root R respectively), then the theorems apply to phylogenetic networks with hybridization as well. The theorems also apply to hybridizations where the linear order of the columns (characters) is not fixed [21, 19] .
Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 can also be extended to apply to biological phenomena that do not initially look like recombination or hybridization. For example, in the Dollo model of complex-character evolution [5] , a character is assumed to be created at most once in an evolutionary history, but can subsequently be lost at any point in the history. Specifically, if 0 is the ancestral state of a character i, then it can change from 0 to 1 at most once, but a change from 1 back to 0 is permitted in any sequence where the state of i is 1. If we define m(M ) and m R (M ) as the minimum number of such "back mutations" needed in a phylogenetic tree (no cycles in the underlying graph) with unknown and known ancestral sequence, respectively, then Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 continue to hold, and provide lower bounds on the minimum number of back mutations needed to derive the sequences. A simple way to see this is to note that the state-change caused by a back mutation at a site i in a sequence S can be created with one (two-crossover) recombination, with breakpoints before and after site i, between the ancestral sequence and sequence S. With similar ideas, we can model other biological events with a number of (multiple-crossover) recombinations equal to the number of those events, and hence Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 establish lower bounds on the needed number of such events.
Comparison with other lower bound methods
The lower bounds established in Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 are primarily of interest because they further develop the view that structural properties of phylogenetic networks can be efficiently discovered from efficiently-observed structural properties of the conflict and incompatibility graphs. The theorems are also of practical interest because they provide simple proofs that the algorithms in [13] and [7] use the minimum possible number of recombinations when they produce a phylogenetic network. However, it is of interest to see how well the lower bounds perform, compared to other known lower bounds, when used alone and when embedded in more complex lower bounding approaches. Here we discuss such comparisons to previously published methods 1 Several prior lower bound methods have been published [18, 27, 20] , along with one metamethod that shows how to obtain a single composite bound from disparate lower bounds computed over different subsets of sites in M [20] . Two of the lower bound methods run in polynomial time, while two have exponential running times. The running time needed to compute the composite bound depends on which subsets are used, and will take exponential time unless the subsets are suitably restricted. We will consider two ways polynomial-time restrictions of the general composite methods. Some of the lower bound methods depend on a fixed linear order of the sites, and hence do not extend easily to to biological phenomena other than recombination, while some of the methods do not depend on order and hence extend to a wide range of biological phenomena.
The Hudson-Kaplan bound
The first efficient, and most widely used, lower bound method was proposed in [18] and (in other terminology) is the following: Arrange the nodes of G(M ) on the real line, in the order that the sites appear in the underlying chromosome. Then compute the minimum number of points on the real line needed so that each edge in the embedded graph G(M ) crosses at least one of the selected points. Call this number HK(M ). To see that HK(M ) is a lower bound on m(M ), note that for any phylogenetic network N for M , and for any pair of incompatible sites i, j, there must be at least one recombination in N that occurs at a point on the chromosome between i and j. HK(M ) can be computed by a greedy left-to-right sweep in time that is linear in the number of edges of G(M ). HK(M )/2 is also a lower bound on the number of gene-conversions needed, but the HK bound cannot be used to bound the number of hybridizations, where the linear order of the sites is not fixed, and it cannot be used in the Dollo model.
For any k, it is easy to construct examples where cc(M ) > HK(M ) + k, and conversely, examples where HK(M ) > cc(M ) + k, so these lower bound are incomparable. But since both bounds can be efficiently computed, it is worth using both in practice. We will see below that a polynomial-time variant of the composite method, using cc bounds, is guaranteed to give a lower bound that is always larger or equal to HK(M ).
The haplotype and history bounds
The second efficiently-computed lower bound, called the "haplotype bound", was developed in [20] : First, remove every column from M that is compatible with every other column; the haplotype bound, h(M ), is the number of distinct rows of M , minus the number of distinct columns of M , minus one. It is easy to construct examples where cc(M ) > h(M ), and examples where h(M ) > cc(M ), so those bounds are incomparable. Simulations using sequences generated by the program MS [17] show that h(M ) by itself is a very poor bound, often a negative number, and never observed (in these simulations) to be larger than HK(M ). However, when used inside the composite method (explained below), haplotype bounds lead to very good lower bounds.
The other two published lower bounds take exponential time to compute, but seem to be better than HK(M ), cc(M ) and h(M ) on the small problem instances where the bounds can be computed [20, 27] . One of the exponential-time lower bounds [20] , called the "history lower bound", is computed through multiple executions of an algorithm where in each execution, rows (sequences) and columns of M are removed until M becomes empty. Some of the row (sequence) removals break incompatibilities, relative to the current M , and all incompatibilities are broken at or before the step in which M becomes empty. Each row (sequence) removal either removes a sequence that is a duplicate of another sequence in the current M , or removes a sequence that is distinct. Clearly, no removal of the first kind will break an incompatibility, and a row removal of the second kind might not break an incompatibility. The history lower bound established in [20] is equal to the number of row removals of the second kind, in the execution of the algorithm that minimizes the number of row removals of the second kind. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, we have
Theorem 6.1 The history lower bound is always larger or equal to cc(M ).
Despite Theorem 6.1, cc(M ) is of value because the computation of the history bound requires trying all possible executions. That takes time that grows superexponentially with the size of M , making it practical only for small problem instances. The history lower bound has been implemented as an option in the computer program RECMIN [20] , but the program can compute the history bound only for problem instances much smaller than those of current interest, and when m(M ) is small. Recently, it was shown that the history bound can be computed in exponential time [1] .
The Composite Method
Myers and Griffiths [20] introduced a meta-method, we call the "composite method", to combine lower bounds that have been computed (by any method) over a family F of subsets of sites. The composite method is a generalization of the method that computes HK(M ). When there is no restriction on the subsets in F, the method can consider a number of subsets that grows exponentially with the number of sites. However, the size of F is quadratic when the sites are embedded on the real line, ordered as they are in a chromosome, and each subset of sites in F is a contiguous interval of sites. Alternatively, the method is polynomial when a constant bound is placed on the size of the subsets.
For an interval I, let M (I) denote the matrix M restricted to the sites in I. For each interval I ∈ F, let L(I) denote the highest lower bound computed (somehow) for M (I). Each L(I) is called an "interval" or "local" bound. Then, the composite lower bound is computed from these interval bounds by picking the smallest number of points on the real line, so that for any interval I ∈ F, at least L(I) of the selected points are contained in interval I. The selection of the points can be computed in linear time by a greedy leftto-right sweep of the intervals. In particular, whenever the right endpoint of an interval I is reached, if z < L(I) points in I have already been selected, then select an additional L(I) − z points as far right in I as possible.
Let CC(M ) be the lower bound obtained by the composite method, choosing F to be the set of all possible intervals and using cc(M (I)) for the lower bound in each interval I. The haplotype lower bound h(M (I)) can also be used in the composite method for each interval I, and we call the resulting composite bound H(M ). It is again easy to establish [20] that H(M ) ≥ HK(M ), and it again holds that H(M ) can be computed in polynomial time.
Using galled-tree bounds to boost the lower bound
An additional idea that has been implemented and tested is to use the composite method over intervals, as in the computation of CC(M ), but also include lower bounds obtained by using the galled-tree program from [7] . That program determines in polynomial time whether a set of sequences M can be derived on a phylogenetic network, called a galled-tree, where all the cycles are disjoint. It has been proven (using Theorem 3.1) that when M can be derived on such a network, the network produced by the program uses exactly m(M ) recombinations. Modifying the program, we can efficiently compute, for each site i, the longest interval I starting at site i with the property that the sequences in M (I) can be derived on a galled-tree. Then, whenever an interval I is found where M (I) can be derived using exactly one recombination, it follows that the interval consisting of I together with one extra site on its right has a lower bound, called g(I), of two recombinations. Similarly, if from a position i say, the longest interval containing a perfect phylogeny extends to position j, and the longest interval starting at i that contains a galled-tree also ends at j, we can deduce that the interval I = [i, j + 1] has a lower bound, g(I), of two. Formally, in any interval I where no such bound is obtained, g(I) is set to 0. We can combine the bounds g(I) with the cc(M (I)) bounds, taking the maximum in every interval. This can lead to improved interval lower bounds, and hence to an improved composite bound.
The composite lower bound computed in this way is called CCG(M ). A natural extension is to set L(I), for each interval I, to the maximum of h(M (I)), cc(M (I)) and g(I). Let CHG(M ) denote the resulting lower bound. Note that CHG(M ) is always at least as large as the maximum of CC(M ), H(M ), and CCG(M )
, but can be strictly larger than all of them. This provides another practical reason for using cc bounds, despite the fact that CC(M ) by itself may be a weak bound.
Program RECMIN
The program RECMIN [20] uses haplotype bounds in the composite method in a different way than described above. In RECMIN, the user specifies two parameters s and w. Then, RECMIN identifies every subset of s or fewer sites, provided that no pair of the s columns are more than w positions apart. For any such subset S, the program computes the haplotype lower bound on the submatrix of M restricted to the sites in S. If I is an interval whose endpoints are w or fewer positions apart, then L(I) is taken as the largest haplotype lower bound computed over all the subsets of size s or less whose extreme left and right points coincide with the endpoints of interval I. Those bounds are then used in the composite method to obtain an overall lower bound, called R h . When s and w are fixed, independent of the size of M , then R h is computed in polynomial time. Overall, RECMIN is a very impressive, efficient program for computing lower bounds on m(M ).
New bounds
We mention here that there are two new, currently unpublished, lower bound methods that are not included in our comparisons. In [29] , for each interval I in M , we use integer linear programming to find a subset S of columns of M [I], giving the largest haplotype bound over all subsets of columns of M . The integer linear program has one variable for each row and column of M , and has only n 2 inequalities, where n is the number of rows of M . These bounds are then used in the composite method to obtain an overall lower bound. That bound is equivalent to what RECMIN would produce if the parameters s and w were set to their maximum values. Several heuristic ideas are implemented to speed up the computations without changing the resulting bound. A method for computing upper bounds is also discussed in [29] , and the computations discussed there show that the lower and upper bounds obtained are often very close or matching.
A lower bound developed in [1] is similar to the one in [29] , but instead of using integer programming to find the best local bound for each interval, they use a greedy algorithm to approximate the integer programming result in each interval. This leads to a faster computation, but somewhat lower composite bounds.
Empirical Results
We have conduced extensive simulations to compare the lower bounds HK(M ), CC(M ), H(M ), CCG(M CHG(M )
, and R h (using the RECMIN default settings of s = 6 and w = 12). Programs computing the first five bounds are available at wwwcsif.cs.ucdavis.edu/~gusfield.
The sequences used in the simulations were produced using the program MS [17] , which is widely-used for simulating the evolution of binary sequences under the neutral coalescent model with recombination. In the results we report here, we varied the number of sequences n (using n = 10, 20, 50, 70, 100), the number of polymorphic sites m (using m = 10, 20, 50, 70, 100), and the MS recombination parameter r (using r = 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100). The mutation rate is indirectly specified through the number of specified polymorphic sites 2 . The range of choices for the recombination parameter is consistent with ranges explored in other empirical studies of recombination (for example [20] ), and is believed to be broad enough to simulate recombination rates occurring in human populations. For each of the 400 combinations of n, m and r, we used MS to generate ten sets of sequences and then we computed the six lower bounds listed above. While ten sets is too small to allow precise quantitative conclusions about any single (n, m, r) combination, general qualitative conclusions about ranges of parameters can be made, and those conclusions are consistent with more extensive but more focussed simulations we have done. Moreover, we don't believe that conclusions about a specific (n, m, r) combination would lead to useful suggestions about which lower bounds to use in practice, since since the recombination rate is generally unknown.
We show below one table for twenty-five combinations of n and m. Each column in a table specifies a choice of the recombination parameter r, and each each row compares two specific lower bounds, or compares CHG(M ) to the best of CCG(M ) and H(M ) (HK(M ) and CC(M ) are omitted because CCG(M ) is guaranteed to be as good or better than CC(M ).) Each cell contains three numbers. In a row labeled "X > Y ", the entry u, v, w in a cell indicates that the lower bound X is strictly larger than the lower bound Y u times, that the average percentage increase in those cases (rounded to the nearest integer) is v%, and that the average absolute increase in those cases (rounded to the nearest integer) is w. For example, consider the entry 3, 78, 1 in the row labeled "CC > H" in column labeled 3 in the table for n = 20, m = 50. The entry indicates that out of the ten datasets generated for n = 20, m = 50 and r = 3, CC(M ) is strictly larger than H(M ) three times; that the average percentage increase in the lower bound in those three sets (rounded to the nearest integer) is 78%; and that the average absolute increase (rounded to the nearest integer) in those three cases is 1.
The tables below in Figures 2 through 26 summarize our experiments. More extensive simulations were done, using a denser survey of choices for the parameter, and using more datasets for certain combinations of parameters, but the results shown here are consistent with those simulations and are sufficient for the general conclusions we are able to draw from all the data. Due to space limitations we present only the selected tables.
Conclusions drawn from the data
There are several qualitative conclusions that can be drawn from the simulations.
First, as expected the HK(M ) bound is consistently below the other bounds, and should be avoided.
Second, CCG(M ) is very frequently higher than CC(M ). Although that comparison is not shown directly in the tables, we can infer this conclusion by the fact that CCG(M ) > HK(M ) more frequently than CC(M ) > HK(M ), and also from the fact that CCG(M ) > H more frequently than CC(M ) > H.
Third, CHG(M ) is often larger than CCG(M ) and H(M ). For example, see the table n = 20, m = 70. This conclusion is seen more clearly in the results for individual datasets (not shown) where H(M ) > CCG(M ) and yet CHG(M ) > H(M ).
This results shows the utility of using all of computing multiple bounds in intervals, even bounds that are weak when used alone, to obtain the overall composite bound.
Fourth, CC(M ) and CCG(M ) can be larger than H and R h , particularly in the midranges of the recombination parameter r, when n is less than m. For example, see the tables for n = 20, m = 50, 70 and for n = 50, m = 100. Although, the overall frequencies with which CC(M ) and CCG(M ) are larger than H and R h are not high, they are high in certain parameter ranges, and we view the overall frequencies as justification for the development and use of CC(M ) or CCG(M ) (in addition to H and R h ), since they are both efficiently computed lower bounds.
Fifth, when r and n are large, H is frequently larger than R h , and this is observed for lower values of r when n is large compared to m. For example, see the tables for n = 50, m = 10; n = 70, m = 20; n = 70, m = 50; and n = 100, m = 20, 50, 70. The frequency and the pattern that the lower bound H is larger than R h is perhaps the most surprising empirical observation.
Finally, as n, m and r increase, there is increasing variability about which bound is largest. This argues for the use of all the efficiently-computed bounds. No single bound is universally superior, although if only one bound can be used, the best choice would be R h . > HK 0,0,0 0,0,0 1,100,1 3,61,1 6,49,1 6,32,1 9,22,2 > HK 0,0,0 2,100,1 3,61,1 5,51,1 7,46,2 8,27,1 10,36, 
